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Personal Viezv

My morning's visiting list consisted entirely of patients over 80;
one was over 90. They were all women, and all widows. The
nonagenarian was the best. She was alert, not deaf, and
conducted an excellent conversation. She did not move much
from her chair, however, because of a bad leg. It had been
pinned after a fall 19 years ago, and she thought, probably with
justification, that it was beginning to "come loose." The sun
was streaming in at her front window but she preferred to sit in
her chair in her dark back room, with an outlook on the most
dismal of yards. She enjoyed some of her life, she said. The
worst thing was not being able to do the tasks that needed doing.
She also missed going for long walks. "I think my next walk will
be along the golden pavements," she said. I hoped that she got
plenty of long walks there. "I hope so too," she said simply.

* *

One of the others pressed on me a book about the prophecies
of Daniel. "It's a lovely book," she said, and firmly denied that
there was anything wrong with her. She was mistaken in this and
her family was worried about her. She had withdrawn into her
unknown brand of religion and it gave her satisfaction, even
happiness. The next was stone deaf but immaculately clean and
tidy. Her joy was in the flowers in her conservatory. "The
garden's too much with all that stooping," she said, "but I still
manage the indoor ones." They were magnificent. She also did
fine sewing and embroidery. But she echoed the sentiment "I
have lived too long." Another was tranquilly dotty and talked at
length, incomprehensibly. "There's a lot of death about," she
said. "All this death and dying." Sometimes when I saw her she
just said, "There's a lot of it about," and I knew what she meant.
They all lived alone. Not all had families and these varied

from the very attentive to the completely absent. The demented
one, who lived in a caravan, had a faithful voluntary worker who
visited her daily, did her shopping, and kept her slightly in
touch with reality. They all made varying contact with, and use
of, the social services. I had known none of their husbands,
despite having been in the practice for 15 years. The biggest
single event in most of their lives had probably been their
marriage but for many of their later years their husbands had no
relevance. Why do men wear out more quickly than women ? My
elderly ladies had all worked hard in their time. There was
nothing outstanding in any of their medical histories; they had
suffered as many illnesses and tragedies as the average person.
Why had they, among their contemporaries, been singled out
to achieve old age ?

* * *

The study of extreme old age is fascinating. Do they live
longer because their parts age in unison like the parts of a car ?
Are they just made of tougher or longer-lasting fabric ?
Certainly cerebral function is important, but not all important,
as evinced by my demented old lady and the many others like
her. Nutrition in early life may be a factor but all our present
elderly have lived through two world wars and many of them
have known hunger and poverty.

Is it desirable to live to a great age ? The edge of enjoyment
seems to dull as faculties became impaired. Many of them have
outlived all their siblings and contemporaries; and, indeed, were
these still alive, could they communicate with them ? Conver-
sation with a deaf elderly person is sometimes so difficult that
only a younger person can accomplish it. What are we going to

be like ? I cannot imagine myself as anything but fit and
vigorous. Will we realise that we are becoming dirty, difficult,
and cantankerous ? Do we not all secretly wish for the final
coronary timed at just the right moment, before we become
unable to look after ourselves. Many of us do not have the same
confidence as our seniors in the life to come. Will we feel, as they
do so often, that we have overrun our time ?
The proportion of very old in the population is constantly

increasing. It falls more and more to the middle-aged to look
after them. Grandparents are not now the liability; it is great-
grandparents. And it is the generation in their fifties and sixties,
thinking of retirement and ease, who are the ones bearing the
brunt of caring for them, sometimes having no freedom until
verging on senility themselves. There is no relaxing to enjoy a
peaceful old age in the bosom of your family, moreover, when
not only your husband but perhaps your son are already dead
of cardiovascular disease. You are a liability to your daughter-in-
law, perhaps in poor health herself, and the family are manifestly
waiting for you to die.

Perhaps the old person may have a house, once the family
home, and large, if somewhat neglected. Sold, this would
realise a substantial sum which would keep her in a nursing
home for sufficient years. But the house is an asset, to be left to
the family, or perhaps to be moved into when the old person is
gone. Trading on her dislike of moving away from her treasures,
the family may leave her with insufficient attention, cold and
lonely until the final femoral fracture.

Will it come about again that families expect to look after their
elderly relations ? Will they automatically take in a parent or
perhaps an aged aunt instead of buying a smaller house when
they retire ? If the number of old people's flats were to keep pace
with the numbers of lone old people, colonies would have to
burgeon like a new suburbia.

* *

And, finally, what of the eventual destination-the geriatric
ward ? This is the lowest common denominator for those without
relations, with too many relations, the too greatly demented, or
the too messily ill. There are those who will never fit into them
who are desperate for caring accommodation, the still intelligent
elderly who are physically frail but cannot afford private arrange-
ments. They may be people who have had some stature in the
community-teachers or local councillors, for instance-who
can no longer be managed at home but who try to maintain
dignity and integrity. Kind though geriatric nurses are, they are

looking after patients rather than people.
It could be that an aging population is a sign of an aging and

decadent race, waiting to be taken over by young and vigorous
populations from rising countries. But the problem is recurrent;
more comfort, more hygiene, more medical care means inevitably
more people reaching old age. The grace and dignity of a less
frenzied age, however, is dying out with our elderly; so is much
learning, many arts and crafts, much faith and philosophy. In an

increasingly technological age none of this seems likely to be
distilled again.

"Geriatric" has become a pejorative word. Perhaps, however,
we should listen to what our elders have to say before we become
too geriatric ourselves.

E P WYATT
General practitioner

Dorchester
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